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Chapter1
Introduction

The context of this Ph.D. dissertation is that of intelligent mobile systems. Examples

of such systems are robotic vehicles, humanoid robots as well as portable and wearable

devices which can actively aid humans. Their social relevance originates from their ca-

pability to perform complex tasks which are considered too difficult, too dangerous or

too tedious to humans. These range from domestic, medical, to industrial and to military

duties. A system which is able to complete complex tasks without human intervention

is said to be autonomous. For example, an autonomous robotic vehicle must be able to

safely drive from Amsterdam to Zurich without being controlled by a human driver. For

this and related applications of intelligent mobile systems it is crucial that the system is

able to determine the geometrical structure of its environment and its own pose, i.e. its

position and orientation with respect to its environment. Pose determination is the focus

of this thesis and is considered to be elementary to autonomous operation of mobile sys-

tems. An autonomous rescue robot will, for example, not be able to navigate through a

collapsed building without it. Such autonomous robots and related mobile system must

be able to sense their environment and their pose with respect to this environment.

Many application scenarios demand specific operational constraints of the pose sens-

ing system. Scenarios involving autonomous navigation of micro (aerial) vehicles, endo-

scopic surgery or those related to portable and wearable devices, require a small sized and

low weight sensing system. Furthermore, certain applications allow using passive systems

only, i.e. systems which emit no or a very limited amount of energy. Examples include

covert military and law enforcement tasks. When operating in hazardous environments,

like disaster areas or conflict areas, the system runs a high risk of being damaged or being

destroyed. Therefore, it can be useful to have a cost effective system both in production

and usage. It is generally not possible to augment environments with additional (static)

systems to support the mobile sensing system. Another important aspect is therefore the

self-reliance of the system. For example, inside a collapsed building an autonomous res-

cue robot cannot rely on the availability of GPS or pre-placed artificial beacons when

searching for survivors. Due to limitations in communication, it is often not possible to

instantly monitor and correct the system during operation. Being autonomous and self-

reliant is therefore crucial to completing complex tasks effectively. Given these relevant

application scenarios, we are particulary interested in technologies which allow develop-
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ing a small, light, self-reliant, passive and affordable pose sensing system.

The scientific field of computer vision can potentially lead to the development of sens-

ing systems meeting these requirements. It focusses on computer programswhich are able

to extract high-level information from digital images. As computer vision relies on com-

mon digital cameras and a computation device, it allows developing a smaller, lighter

and more affordable system than when using competing technologies. These compet-

ing technologies typically use active sensing approaches such as laser range scanners.

To the contrary, computer vision is a passive approach and does not rely on additional

systems. It is therefore less invasive to the environment. In recent years it has been

shown that it is possible to estimate the geometrical structure of the environment and the

pose of the camera by using computer vision methods. Besides obtaining such geomet-

rical information, computer vision can also be used to extract e.g. color, texture, shape

and shading. All these visual modalities are embedded within a single digital image and

provide a rich source of information to give meaningful interpretation to digital images.

Potentially, computer vision is just as powerful, versatile and self-reliant as the human

visual-cognitive capabilities. It can provide man made systems with the sense of sight.

Computer vision is an actively studied field of modern science which can enable the

use of intelligent mobile systems to a broad scope of applications. In this Ph.D. thesis

we research its methodologies to estimate the camera pose from its recorded image data.

We focus on the fundamental principles which limit the accuracy, stability and efficiency

of current solutions. Based on obtained insights, we present novel methodologies and

specific algorithms which advance the current state-of-art in computer vision based pose

estimation.

1.1 Historic developments

The goal of determining the geometrical structure of the robot’s environment and deter-

mining the robot’s pose from image data has a long history in modern science. In past

decades both the robotics and computer vision research communities have devoted a con-

siderable research effort to this core capability. The most relevant work is highlighted in

this section.

Within the robotics research community this core capability was initially modeled as

two separated tasks. They are the task ofmapping, i.e. obtaining the geometrical structure

of the environment, and the task of localization, i.e. determining the pose of the robot with

respect to the environment. When assuming that the environment’s geometrical structure

is known to the robot, for instance the robot is provided with a map, then it can localize it-

self within this map based on sensory observations. When the geometrical structure of the

scene is unknown but the robot is provided with its exact pose at each time step, then the

robot can construct a map from its surroundings by integrating observations. When both

the geometrical structure of the environment and the robot’s pose are unknown however,

then both tasks, i.e. localization and mapping, have to be performed simultaneously. This

joined task became known as Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) (Leonard

and Durrant-whyte, 1991; Smith and Cheeseman, 1986; Smith et al., 1988). For an excel-

lent disquisition on localization, mapping and SLAM we recommend the work of Thrun
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et al. (2005).

A rich set of SLAM solutions all with their own advantageous and disadvantageous

has been proposed, for an overview see (Bailey and Durrant-Whyte, 2006a,b; Bailey

et al., 2006a,b; Castellanos et al., 2004). SLAM algorithms can be differentiated on when

they process the data and provide a solution. As such, there are batch processing meth-

ods which first collect all observations, after which the complete solution is estimated.

They are typically based on probabilistic graph optimizers. In contrast, there are meth-

ods which incrementally build a solution each time an observations is made. These ap-

proaches provide their solutions online, i.e. while the robot is exploring the environment.

They are typically based on probabilistic filters, such as (extended) Kalman filters or in-

formation filters. SLAM algorithms can also be differentiated on how they model the

environment. In early work it was common to assume 2D planar environments and model

them using a collection of 2D points known as landmarks. This set of landmarks typi-

cally only models the most salient, i.e. most distinctive, elements of the complete physical

structure of the environment. Another model for planar environments is e.g. a (probabilis-

tic) occupancy map. In later work the focus shifted towards full 3D environments which

are represented as either a collection of 3D landmarks or as e.g. a (probabilistic) voxel

map. An environment model in which only the most salient elements are captured is said

to provide a sparse reconstruction of the environment. When as many elements as pos-

sible are being modeled, then it provides a dense reconstruction. Concerning the robot’s

pose, there are methods which only estimate the pose of the current time step, where

others estimate the trajectory, i.e. all poses of all time steps.

SLAMmethods typically try to model all probabilistic relations between the estimated

pose(s) and landmarks. Their goal is to provide that SLAM solution which has the highest

likelihood given all these probabilistic relations. Registering all probabilistic relations is

crucial as it enables one of the key capabilities of SLAM i.e. loop-closing. Consider a

robot undertaken a trajectory comprising an exact circle. At the end of the trajectory it

will again observe the same landmarks as it did at the start of the trajectory. This infor-

mation, arising from loop-detection, together with the probabilistic links between poses

and landmarks allows the robot to compensate drift, i.e. error build-up, in the map and/or

trajectory. Here the example of the exact circle is a didactic example. When a previously

observed landmark is re-observed such that this observation provides significantly more

accurate information on the robot’s pose than the current estimate of the pose, then one

can already speak of loop-closing.

For large environments the computational resources needed to comprehend all prob-

abilistic relations soon becomes untractable. A significant research effort has therefore

been focussed on reducing the global, i.e. based on all available probabilistic informa-

tion, complexity of computing the SLAM solution. The first thing to consider is that not

all probabilistic links are equally important. One can therefore reduce the SLAM com-

plexity by pruning irrelevant probabilistic relations, thereby the SLAM problem becomes

sparse (note that this refers to probabilistic sparseness and not to a sparse reconstruc-

tion of the environment). However, by doing so one loses global optimality because,

although almost irrelevant, available information is unused. Interestingly, there are incre-

mental SLAM methods based on information filters which have an inherent sparseness

(Eustice et al., 2006). They are therefore advantageous from a computational complex-

ity point of view. Another more straightforward approach to reduce the complexity of

SLAM is sub-mapping, e.g. (Bosse et al., 2004; Castellanos et al., 2007), which is noth-
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ing more than spatially dividing the global SLAM problem over multiple separated local

sub-maps and registering the spatial and probabilistic relations between these sub-maps.

All sub-maps are locally optimal and an (approximate) globally optimal solution can be

computed from them if required. A refreshing impulse was given to SLAM research

when Montemerlo and Thrun introduced an incremental SLAM solution based on a Rao-

Blackwellized particle filter (Montemerlo and Thrun, 2002; Montemerlo et al., 2003).

This approach, called FastSLAM, incrementally estimates the trajectory and the map.

Due to the Rao-Blackwellization the landmarks in each map of each particle are indepen-

dent, i.e. there are no probabilistic relations between them. Therefore, this approach also

has an inherent sparseness and is highly efficient.

Most SLAM approaches were not specially developed for digital cameras as primary

sensing devices. This is probably because, initially processing image data was too compu-

tationally expensive to be performed online. This causes two important drawbacks when

using digital cameras as sensing devices within traditional SLAM approaches. Firstly, the

relation of a landmark with its projection onto the imaging plane of a camera is non-linear.

As most SLAM methods require linearization of the observation process, the nonlinearity

of projection is not captured accurately. This will bias the SLAM solution. A second as-

pect of the nonlinearity of the image process is that the uncertainty in landmark locations

estimated from digital images is highly asymmetric. Most SLAM approaches however

model the uncertainty in the location of landmarks with respect to the environment as

a (symmetric) Gaussian distribution. Thereby, the asymmetry of landmark location un-

certainty is neglected, which also results in a biased SLAM solution. Work inspired by

computer vision research has focussed on adapting existing SLAM approaches to cor-

rectly incorporate image data, e.g. (Barfoot, 2005; Davison et al., 2007; Elinas et al.,

2006; Se et al., 2002; Thompson and Kagami, 2004). These approaches typically use a

Rao-Blackwellized particle filer, possibly with an inverse depth representation of land-

mark locations, and are better able to capture the nonlinearity of the imaging process and

the non-Gaussian uncertainties of reconstructed landmarks.

The scientific field of computer vision (CV) has however come up with its own solu-

tions. CV has, amongst other topics, studied the geometrical aspects captured by digital

images for several decades, e.g. see Longuet-Higgins (1981) and Faugeras (1993). Con-

sequently, a significant understanding of multiple-view geometry has been developed. For

an excellent overview on multiple view geometry we recommend the work of Hartley and

Zisserman (2004). When the task is to localize a moving camera within an unknown envi-

ronment from image data, then methods based on the methodology of bundle adjustment

(BA), e.g. see (Engels et al., 2006; Triggs et al., 1999), provide the most accurate solutions

and are considered the golden standard. This task is commonly referred to as pose esti-

mation or as solving the pose problem. BA obtains a solution by minimization in image

space, i.e. it minimizes the difference between artificial projections of the estimated 3D

landmarks to the actual projections of these landmarks contained in the observed images.

It does so by using an iterative process in which the positions of the estimated landmarks

and the trajectory of the camera are simultaneously altered. This process is typically re-

ferred to as minimizing reprojection errors with respect to structure (i.e. the geometrical

reconstruction of the environment) and motion (i.e. the trajectory of the camera). This

process is discussed in more mathematical detail in Sec. 1.2.1. It can be performed to

sparse as well as dense reconstructions of the environment. It is however common to first
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estimate a sparse reconstruction and upgrade it to a dense reconstruction by using related

methods, e.g. (Furukawa and Ponce, 2007; Strecha et al., 2008). In this dissertation the

methodology of bundle adjustment refers to any method which minimizes reprojection

residuals either sparse or dense over multiple images.

In contrary to most SLAM approaches, BA is specially tailored to process camera ob-

servations. It is typically applied after all image data has been collected, it can be seen as a

batch processing SLAM algorithm. When the observation process allows loop-detection,

then BA will automatically perform loop-closure and provide a global SLAM solution.

As the position of each landmark only probabilistically depends on its own observations

and on poses from which these observations were made, estimating the position of a land-

mark can be performed independently from other landmarks. Therefore, BA also has

an inherent sparseness. Implementations which exploit this are typically referred to as

sparse bundle adjustment (SBA), e.g. see (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004), and are signif-

icantly more efficient than implementation which do not exploit this sparseness (again

this usage of sparseness is related to probabilistic sparseness and not to a sparse recon-

structions of the environment). As the sparseness is inherent to SBA, it provides the same

globally optimal solution as its non-sparse counterpart. Besides a reconstruction of the

environment and the camera trajectory BA can automatically estimate additional parame-

ters, such as properties of the lens used within the camera. Furthermore, BA can process

images recorded by a single moving camera or recorded by multiple independently mov-

ing cameras, e.g. see Snavely et al. (2008). It can also fuse information originating from

non-visual sensors, e.g. see (Konolige and Agrawal, 2008). The methodology of bundle

adjustment is a powerful and versatile tool which can be used to estimate the robot’s pose

and the geometrical structure of the robot’s environment.

A straight-forward strategy to control the computation time of SBA is to apply it only

with respect to observations made in a selection of the most recent time steps. The more

time steps are used, the more computation power is required. This is known as sliding-

window SBA. It is like a sub-mapping approach in which the sup-map slides along with

the observations. Clearly by doing so one loses global optimality and the ability to per-

form loop-closing outside the sliding window. By registering all observations and poses

one can perform full bundle adjustment when a loop is detected and restore global opti-

mality. Bundle adjustment, and derived methods also minimizing reprojection residuals,

are currently the de facto standard within CV research. While implementing a stable and

efficient SBA algorithm requires specialized knowledge and a serious software engineer-

ing effort, e.g. see Lourakis and Argyros (2009), it no longer poses scientific challenges.

It is however important to note that using SBA effectively on real-world data requires

significant additional CV processing, e.g. to find stable landmarks. Whereas laser range

scanners provide instant 3D geometrical information of the environment, digital cameras

produce images which contain no such instant 3D information. In order to extract the ge-

ometric information contained in them, it must be determined which image features, e.g.

salient points in the image, of multiple images correspond to the same landmarks in the

environment. This is known as solving the correspondence problem. Each image feature

is typically accompanied by a descriptor which tries to provide it with a unique label.

The most well known are the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) of Lowe (2004)

and the speeded up robust features (SURF) of Bay et al. (2008). Searching for projections

of the same landmark in multiple images can then be performed by searching for image

features having a similar descriptor. This is however an erroneous process and typically
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many incorrect correspondences are established. As SBA optimizes a highly non-linear

objective function, it is susceptible to local minima. Data outliers such as incorrect corre-

spondences will therefore significantly harm its performance. Providing SBA with a good

initialization point, incorporating an initial guess of the camera trajectory, the landmark

locations and the landmark correspondences, is paramount when using it on challenging

outlier prone real-world data. In fact the quality of the final solution and the efficiency by

which SBA computes it, largely depends on the quality of the initialization point.

The de facto standard to obtain this initialization point is to use the random sample

consensus (RANSAC) algorithm of Fischler and Bolles (1981) or one of its recent de-

scendants. RANSAC effectively provides a robust solution for the relative pose between

image pairs. It does this by generating relative pose hypotheses from small randomly

generated subsets of the image data. It then measures the support of each hypothesis

against the complete image data. That hypothesis which has the most support is returned

as the robust RANSAC estimate. From the robust estimate of the relative pose, the 3D

landmark locations can be derived and outliers can be rejected. When the images are

recorded consecutively by the same camera, then all relative poses estimated by RANSAC

can be integrated to obtain the absolute pose of the camera, i.e. the pose with respect to

the reconstruction of the environment. Such a methodology is commonly referred to as

visual-odometry (VO), e.g. see (Comport et al., 2007; Konolige et al., 2007; Levin and

Szeliski, 2004; Maimone et al., 2007; Nistér et al., 2004, 2006; Olson et al., 2003; Sun-

derhauf et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007). The VO solution can only be optimal at the finest

scale possible, i.e. at the scale of pairs of successive images. By registering and storing

all landmark observations and their correspondences, SBA can then compute a globally

optimal solution, using possible loop-closing information, from the robust locally optimal

solution provided by RANSAC. Improving various aspects of RANSAC’s methodology is

an actively studied sub-field of computer vision. In Sec. 1.2.2 RANSAC will be discussed

in more mathematical detail.

In retrospect the robotics community has taken a relatively pragmatic approach, fo-

cussing on usable solutions which require affordable computational budgets and use sen-

sory systems of various modalities. The computer vision community focused on the ge-

ometry and interpretation of digital image data, here computational budgets were of minor

importance. This probably was a more prescient strategy since computation power kept

increasing in the past decades and computer vision methods became available for online

usage. Methods such as visual-odometry, RANSAC and (sliding-window) sparse bun-

dle adjustment have now been adopted widely by the robotics research community. The

current consensus is to only use traditional filter based SLAM approaches when computa-

tional budgets are so strict that these CV methods cannot be used (Strasdat et al., 2010). It

is expected that computation power will keep increasing in the coming decades, therefore,

our research will use current computer vision methodologies as its starting point.

1.2 Computer vision based pose estimation

This chapter started out with an autonomous robot’s core capability to determine the struc-

ture of its environment and its pose with respect to this environment. In the preceding

sections the focus has been narrowed down to computer vision based pose estimation. Its

solutions offer several (scientific) challenges related to e.g. image feature detection and
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matching, loop-detection, bundle adjustment and RANSAC. In this thesis we choose to fo-

cus exclusively on those scientific challenges which are related to RANSAC. While other

aspects of pose estimation also have their scientific relevance, we focus on the RANSAC

methodology as it is at the core of modern robust pose estimation. In this section we

discuss the theory involved in bundle adjustment and with RANSAC. As this discussion

progresses an interesting observation concerning possible improvements to the RANSAC

methodology will be put forward, it provides the basis to the research questions of this

Ph.D. dissertation.

1.2.1 Bundle adjustment

Let us start with the basic theory of bundle adjustment as it provides the context to

RANSAC within general pose estimation. Let Ā1:n denote the true camera trajectory

from time step 1 to n with respect to an arbitrary origin. It is composed of Ā1...Ān which

are the true absolute poses of the camera at each time-step. Each absolute pose describes

the orientation and translation of the camera with respect to the origin. The translation

has three degrees of freedom (dof.), allowing it to move along all three axis of 3D space.

The rotation also has three dof., allowing it to rotate around all three axis of 3D space.

Each absolute pose has 6 dof. in total and therefore is a general Euclidean motion and an

element of the special Euclidean group SE(3). An observation of the kth landmark at time

t is denoted as ukt . The observations made over all time-steps which all correspond to the

same kth landmark are provided by uk1:n. Note that for some time steps the kth landmark

need not been observed, we will introduce notation to deal with this shortly. All corre-

sponding observations of allm landmarks from all time-steps are denoted as u1:m1:n . These

observations are the erroneous projections of the true landmark locations x̄1:m which are

assumed to be static i.e. their locations do not change over time. The landmark locations

are also modeled with respect to the origin. The goal of bundle adjustment is to estimate

the camera trajectory and the landmark locations from the observations u1:m1:n . In order to

do so it relies on two models, they are the physical model and the probabilistic model.

The physicalmodelP , also referred to as the camera model, describes how a landmark

with location x̄k is projected to the imaging plane(s) of a camera with pose Āt to form an

ideal observation ūkt , i.e.

ūkt = P(x̄k, Āt). (1.1)

The model assumed throughout this dissertation is that of homogeneous projection with

radial and tangential distortion, which is the current de facto standard. The parameters

instantiating this camera model are referred to as the intrinsic camera parameters. They

can be estimated by a calibration procedure, e.g. see (Heikkilä and Sivén, 1997; Zhang,

2000). When (estimates for) the intrinsic parameters of the camera are available, the

camera is said to be calibrated.

The probabilistic model describes the relation of an observed landmark projection ukt
with its ideal projection ūkt . It is commonly assumed that a Gaussian model suffices i.e.

ukt = ūkt +∆k
t , (1.2)

where each ∆k
t is drawn independently from a multivariate normal distribution with zero

mean and covariance Σk
t .
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The goal of bundle adjustment can be formulated by the mathematical optimization

task

argmax
A1:n ∈ SE(3)
x1:m ∈ R3

p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ) . (1.3)

This process seeks an estimate for the camera trajectory, denoted as A1:n, and estimates

for the landmark locations, denoted as x1:m, for which the likelihood of the observation

given the estimates of the trajectory and landmark locations, i.e. p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ),

attains a maximum. Such an estimate provides the maximum likelihood (ML) solution to

the bundle adjustment optimization task. By using the physical model and the probabilis-

tic model, the likelihood in Eq. 1.3 can be given an analytic form

p( u1:m1:n | A1:n, x
1:m ) =

n
∏

t=1

m
∏

k=1

N (ukt − P(xk,At),0,Σ
k
t )

χt(x
k). (1.4)

Here theN ( , , ) term denotes the probability of a reprojection error ukt−P(xk,At) given
the normally distributed noise model with zero mean and a covariance Σk

t . Furthermore,

χt(x
k) denotes the value of the indicator function which is 1 if the landmark xk was

observed at time step t and 0 otherwise. Instead of maximizing the ML objective Eq. 1.4

directly, its negative logarithm is typically minimized instead. This results in the objective

f(A1:n,x
1:m) =

1

2

n
∑

t=1

m
∑

k=1

χt(x
k)(ukt − P(xk,At))

⊤Σk−1

t (ukt − P(xk,At)), (1.5)

When considering that all individual reprojection errors can be stacked into one large

error vector ǫ(Ψ) and all individual covariance matrices can be stacked into one large

block diagonal matrixΣ, the objective function f can be rewritten as

f(Ψ) =
1

2
ǫ(Ψ)⊤Σ−1ǫ(Ψ), (1.6)

whereΨ is shorthand for the pose and landmark parameters to which f is minimized. This

objective function has the form of general weighted non-linear least squares, it can be

optimized using iterative methods typically Levenberg-Marquardt (LM), e.g. see Hartley

and Zisserman (2004).

When assuming that the parametersΨ belong to a Euclidean vector space and assum-

ing that an appropriate initialization Ψ0 is available, then the objective function f can be

expanded aroundΨ0 using a second-order Taylor series with

f(Ψ0 +∆) ≈ f +∆⊤fΨ +
1

2
∆⊤fΨΨ∆, (1.7)

where f = f(Ψ0), and fΨ and fΨΨ are respectively f(Ψ0) differentiated one and two
times to the basis of Ψ0. During each iteration LM computes a ∆ for which f(Ψ0 + ∆)
is minimized and then updates the estimate forΨ according to Ψi = Ψi−1 +∆. The new

value Ψi is used as the linearization point for the next LM iteration.

It is important to note that when LM is applied to bundle adjustment, then the pose

parametersA1:n inΨ do not belong to a Euclidean vector space. They belong to the space
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of Euclideanmotions which is a differentiable manifold instead. A differentiablemanifold

can be seen as a continuously differentiable subspace of a Euclidean space (a definition is

postponed until Chap. 2). The sum of two elements of a subspace is not necessarily in the

subspace itself. Indeed the sum of two Euclidean motions (e.g. parameterized by 4 × 4
homogeneousmatrices) is generally not a valid Euclidean motion. Therefore, the addition

based LM updateΨi = Ψi−1 +∆ is not appropriate when applied to Euclidean motions.

It is good practice to use manifold optimization techniques inside LM when applied to

bundle adjustment. Firstly, manifold optimization assures that all computations regarding

the pose parameterizations, such as the LM update, are constrained on the pose manifold,

i.e. the differentiable manifold of the chosen pose parametrization. Secondly, manifold

optimization assures that the pose parametrization is as linear as possible during each

iteration such that the Taylor series in Eq. 1.7 is as close to the true objective function as

possible. Furthermore, it offers efficient methods to calculate the derivatives fΨ and fΨΨ

in closed form. Such a properly parameterized BA algorithm is more accurate, stable and

efficient, e.g. see (Helmke et al., 2007; Košecká et al., 2000; Ma et al., 1998, 2001). The

use of these techniques has become so common that their origin in manifold optimization

is often not noted explicitly. Parameterizing the update for the orientation of a pose by

the incremental rotation parametrization, as used in e.g. Snavely et al. (2008), is such an

example.

The theory and application of pose manifolds is an important topic of this Ph.D. thesis,

it will receive considerable attention in subsequent chapters.

1.2.2 Random sample consensus

As was mentioned earlier in Sec. 1.1 it is paramount to provide bundle adjustment with an

adequate initialization point Ψ0. Consider that the absolute pose At can also be obtained

from the absolute pose at At−1 and the relative poseMt, i.e.

At = At−1Mt. (1.8)

In order to obtain Ψ0 efficiently the trajectory can therefore be segmented at each time-

step. The goal of RANSAC is to obtain a robust estimate for each segment, i.e. for each

of the n−1 relative posesM2...Mn. As eachMt only describes the relative pose between

the images recorded at time frame t − 1 to t, they can be estimated independently from

each other. When a relative pose Mt is estimated robustly, it can be used to distinguish

observations of static landmarks which adhere to the physical and noise models assumed

in BA, i.e. inliers, from observations which do not, i.e. outliers. For inlier observations

their relative landmark locations, i.e. the locations with respect to the coordinate frame

of time step t− 1, can be estimated. By integrating all robust relative poses according to

Eq. 1.8 the absolute poses can be obtained. This allows expressing the landmark locations

in the absolute coordinate frame of A1. This, together with some additional straightfor-

ward processing, provides the initialization point Ψ0 to BA. It can then compute a global

solution from the local RANSAC estimates.

The crucial part is therefore estimating each relative pose M2...Mn robustly. The

methodology of RANSAC does so for each Mt on basis of the following line of reason-

ing. The set of observations of the time frame t−1 to t contains inliers as well as outliers.
Outliers are for example caused by incorrect correspondences or independently moving

objects in view of the camera. It is assumed that when an estimate for Mt is made on an
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uncontaminated subset of the observations, i.e. a subset containing inliers only, then this

estimate is consistent with the majority of all other inliers and none of the outliers. An

estimate for Mt obtained on a contaminated subset, i.e. (partially) consisting of outliers,

will at best be consistent with the observations in the subset and a fraction of the other

observations. Additionally it is assumed that the number of inliers is substantially large

such that all estimates for Mt obtained from all possible uncontaminated subsets are al-

ways be more consistent with the observations than all of the possible estimates based on

contaminated subsets. By following this line of reasoning, one thus seeks that hypothesis

which has the largest number of consistent observations. It can be obtained by randomly

selecting small subsets from the observations, estimating hypotheses for Mt based on

these subsets, and counting the number of observations consistent with each hypothesis.

That hypothesis which has the largest number of consistent observations is returned as

the robust RANSAC estimate. This intuitive description of RANSAC is formalized be-

low within a ML framework.

Obtaining a ML RANSAC estimate forMt comprises the following. Let ut−1:t be the

set of image features, observed in the time frame t − 1 to t and assumed to be in correct

correspondence, then:

1. Select randomly a small subset u′ from the set of observations ut−1:t.

2. From this subset u′ obtain a ML hypothesis forMt by performing

argmin
Mt ∈ SE(3)
x′ ∈ R3

1

2

t
∑

i=t−1

∑

u
′k
i
∈u′

i

(u
′k
i − P(x

′k,Mi))
⊤Σk−1

i (u
′k
i − P(x

′k,Mi)),

(1.9)

where Mt−1 = I and x′ are the landmark locations belonging to the subset u′

of observations. Note that Eq. 1.9 optimizes a similar objective function as BA.

It is however expressed for a small subset of all observations and over one time

frame only. This less involved objective function can be minimized by a similar

LM approach.

3. Using the hypothesis forMt obtain a ML estimate for the structure of all landmarks

xt−1 by performing

argmin
xt−1 ∈ R3

1

2

t
∑

i=t−1

∑

uk
i
∈ui

(uki − P(xk
t−1,Mi))

⊤Σk−1

t (uki − P(xk
t−1,Mi)).

(1.10)

Again this is a similar objective function as that of BA, it can be minimized by a

similar LM approach. Note that the landmark locations xt−1 are estimated with

respect to the basis ofMt−1 = I.

4. Now it can be determined in a ML sense which observations in ut:t−1 are consistent

with the hypothesis forMt. This is performed by computing the likelihood of each

observation ukt−1:t ∈ ut−1:t, assuming that the hypothesis Mt is the true motion

and assuming that xk
t−1 ∈ xt−1 is its true landmark location. This likelihood is
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computed with

p(ukt−1:t|Mt,x
k
t−1) = N (ukt−1−P(xk

t−1, I), 0,Σ
k
t−1)N (ukt −P(xk

t−1,Mt), 0,Σ
k
t )

(1.11)

If this likelihood is lower than a certain threshold η, then the observation ukt−1:t is

regarded as being inconsistent with the hypothesis Mt i.e. it is an outlier for this

hypothesis. As such the number of its inliers, i.e. the observations consistent with

the hypothesisMt, can be obtained.

5. When this number of inliers exceeds a threshold, re-estimate Mt on all its inliers

and terminate.

6. When the number of inliers is too small, go back to step 1. If after a certain number

of iterations no hypothesis is found which has a sufficient number of inliers, use the

best hypothesis obtained so far, re-estimateMt on all its inliers, and terminate.

The objective functions Eq. 1.9 and Eq. 1.10 are again non-linear and applying LM

to them again requires proper initialization. For these objective functions however the

field of multiple-view geometry has a rich set of solutions, based on linear estimators,

to provide LM with a proper initialization point efficiently. It is furthermore clear that

RANSAC is a non-deterministic algorithm which provides a ML solution only within a

certain predefined confidence. Therefore using ML methods within RANSAC does not

make RANSAC a ML estimator itself. Its popularity is greatly due to obtaining sat-

isfactory experimental results and its ease of implementation. The original RANSAC

algorithm, as stated above, led to a significant research effort by the computer vision

community to improve its accuracy and efficiency. Its recent descendants proposed in

(Chum and Matas, 2005, 2008; Chum et al., 2003; Nistér, 2005; Raguram et al., 2008,

2009; Rosin, 1999) are discussed in subsequent chapters.

1.2.3 Statistics on pose manifolds, the blind spot of RANSAC

It is interesting to consider that all RANSAC approaches model the estimated hypotheses

as an ordered set. The ordering is determined by the number of inliers or some other re-

lated robust objective function. When RANSAC is applied to estimate poses, then its pose

hypotheses are however also points on a differentiable manifold. Such points on differen-

tiable manifolds have significantly more structure than an ordered set of points, Karcher

(1977); Kendall (1990). The additional manifold structure can be exploited to compute

statistical properties of RANSAC’s pose hypotheses. They therefore potentially contain

more useful statistical information on the true pose than their ordering alone. Whereas the

use of manifold optimization has proven to be useful with respect to bundle adjustment,

the manifold structure of pose parameterizations is not used by RANSAC, including its

recent descendants. This is the observation on which we will base our research questions.

In recent years, the use of manifolds has come into focus of general computer vision re-

search. Most related to our research is the work of Pennec and the work of Subbarao and

Meer, e.g. see (Pennec, 2006) and (Subbarao and Meer, 2009) and the references therein.

Their work will be reviewed in subsequent chapters.
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1.3 Research questions and thesis outline

The potential utility of the manifold structure of pose parameterizations to robust estima-

tion is largely left unexplored. This led us to define the following two high-level questions

for our research: How can one perform statistics on pose manifolds?, and, Does statis-

tics on pose manifolds aid in improving the RANSAC methodology? In the text below we

dissect them into five detailed research questions which will be answered in subsequent

chapters of this thesis.

In order to disclose probabilistic information contained in a set of pose hypotheses,

statistics has to be performed in pose space, i.e. the space of the chosen pose parametriza-

tion. Statistical algorithms require a notion of similarity between elements, only then one

can derive or specify that one hypothesis is more likely than another hypothesis. Such a

notion of similarity is mathematically expressed by a distance measure based on a metric.

The challenge is that pose spaces are typically not Euclidean vector spaces but differ-

entiable manifolds instead. The Euclidean distance measure can therefore not be used

in general. Of particular interest is obtaining distance measures which respect the geo-

metrical structure of the non-Euclidean pose manifolds. When such a distance metric is

available, it can be used to calculate basic statistical properties of pose hypotheses. With

this in mind we specify our detailed research questions, they are:

• How are pose manifolds defined and how can distance measures be imposed on

them?

• How can distance measures be used to devise statistical algorithms on pose mani-

folds?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the efficiency of

the RANSAC methodology?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds improve the accuracy of

the RANSAC methodology?

• How can statistical algorithms defined on pose manifolds reduce drift in trajectories

estimated by the RANSAC methodology?

The relation between these research questions and subsequent chapters is provided below.

Chapter 2

In Chapter 2 we answer the first two research questions. We provide the geometrical

structure of pose manifolds and describe how their distance measure can be defined such

that statistics can be performed. We show that this requires using methods from Rieman-

nian geometry which is an actively studied field of pure mathematics. We discuss it from

an applied point of view. Certain existing distance measures on pose manifolds, which

are based on Lie group theory and proposed recently in computer vision research, are

also reviewed. Chapter 2 is the most fundamental chapter of this thesis and provides the

theoretical foundations as well as explicit statistical methods to subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3

In Chapter 3 the focus is on binocular (or stereo-vision based) visual-odometry. Here we
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will investigate how the statistical methods of Chapter 2 can be utilized to increase effi-

ciency and accuracy of RANSAC based solutions. This chapter is therefore related to the

third and fourth research questions. We also compare our approach against an existing

method which exploits the manifold structure of pose spaces. This chapter contains an

involved evaluation based on simulated as well as real binocular data recorded in urban

environments.

Chapter 4

In Chapter 4 we investigate relative pose estimation between two monocular images. This

is the most fundamental form of pose estimation. Here the statistical methods of Chapter

2 will be integrated into a state-of-art RANSAC approach in order to improve its accuracy.

This chapter therefore primarily focusses on our fourth research question. In this chapter

we evaluate on large simulated as well as real data sets for which accurate ground truth

is available. We also report the theoretical lower bound accuracy in order to provide the

significance of the obtained experimental results.

Chapter 5

In Chapter 5 we shift from locally optimal solutions towards methods which provide

(semi-)globally optimal solutions. Its focus is therefore on our fifth research question. A

novel algorithm will be introduced to reduce drift by exploiting additional absolute pose

information. This information can arise from either loop-detection or absolute orientation

information provided by auxiliary onboard sensors. Besides an extensive evaluation on

basis of simulated and real data, the applicability of our novel methods is demonstrated on

a 5 km long urban trajectory. This data set is one of the most challenging used in current

computer vision and robotics research.

Chapter 6

In Chapter 6 the findings of chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 are linked together and our conclusions

are provided.




